First Grade Literacy Planning Map
SY 2016-2017
First Grade Literacy Planning Map
Unit 1
Unit 2
First Grade Literacy
Common Core
Standards

Suggested Instructional Timeline: Quarter 1

9/6/2016 –10/7/2016
10/11/2016 –11/03/2016

(5 weeks)
(4 weeks)
Quarter 1 – Unit 1

Unpacking: What do these standards mean a child will know and be able to do?
KNOW
(Factual)

RL.1.1 Ask and answer

questions about key details in 
a text.


Week 1

9-6-16 to 9-9-16

Skill Coverage - 1,2,3


Week 2
9-12-16 to 9-16-16
Skill Coverage - 4,5

Texts
Questions
Answers
Key details
Predictions
Inferences
Background knowledge
5 W’s + H questions
(who, what, where,
when, why and how)

UNDERSTAND
(Conceptual)


Authors include key
details in literary
texts which can help
a reader ask and
answer questions



Good readers know a
question is different
from a statement and
requires an answer

DO
(Procedural, Application
and Extended Thinking)
 Make reasonable
predictions about text
 Use information from the
text and background
knowledge to make
inferences
 Ask and answer
questions which begin
with who, what, where,
when why, and how
 Ask and answer
questions about key
details in a text

Mastery of these
skills are evident
when students can do
the following:
Skill Coverage
1. Answer questions
(read aloud &
independently)
2. Ask questions
(Student generated)
5 W’s+H/ Blooms
question stems
3. Make and verify
predictions
4. Identify key ideas
Identify & locate key
details
5. Infer answers from
details and
background
information

SY2016-2017

First Grade Literacy Planning Map
SY 2016-2017
KNOW
(Factual)

RL. 1.3 Describe
characters, settings, and
major events in a story using
key details.
Week 3
9-19-16 to 9-23-16
Skill Coverage - 1,2,3
Week 4
9-26-16 to 9-30-16
Skill Coverage - 4,5,6





Literary texts
Key ideas
Important/supporting
details
 Story & Play elements
 Plot (e.g., events,
climax/turning point,
resolution)
 Conflict (e.g.,
problem/solution)
 Characters (traits,
motivations, words,
and feelings)
 Setting (e.g., time,
place)

UNDERSTAND
(Conceptual)





Authors create welldeveloped characters
that shape the events
of a story or play
Good readers
understand that the
actions of characters
in a literary text
contribute to the
sequence of events
in a story or play

DO
(Procedural, Application
and Extended Thinking)










Identify the key ideas
and events in a story or
play
Sequence the key ideas
and events in a story or
play
Identify the characters
in a story or play (e.g.,
traits, motivations,
feelings)
Describe or represent
characters (their
thoughts, words and
actions) and events in a
story or play, drawing on
specific details from the
text
Describe and explain
how characters’ actions
relate to the sequence of
events
Describe characters in a
story (e.g., their traits,
motivations or feelings)
and explain how their
actions contribute to the
sequence of events

Mastery of these
skills are evident
when students can do
the following:
Skill Coverage
1. Identify characters
and main characters
in a story
2. Describe a
characters’ feelings,
actions and causes
3. Identify/Describe
character traits,
feelings, actions and
motives using text
evidence
4. Identify/Describe
the setting of a story
5. Identify/Describe
story elements
6. Beginning, Middle
End, Events, (Plot)
Setting, Climax,
Turning Point
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KNOW
(Factual)

RL. 1.7 Use illustrations
and details in a story to
describe its characters,
setting, or events.





Week 5
10-3-16 to 10-7-16
Skill Coverage - 1,2,3

How to describe
Illustrations (e.g.,
photos, pictures,
drawings)
Story details (e.g.,
character, setting,
events)

UNDERSTAND
(Conceptual)




DO
(Procedural, Application
and Extended Thinking)

Authors use
illustrations and
details in a text to tell
a story



Good readers use
illustrations/pictures
to enhance their
understanding of a
story







Identify important story
details
Identify information
obtained from
illustrations
Describe the
relationship between
illustrations and the
story in which they
appear
Use illustrations and
details in a story to
describe its characters,
setting, or events

Mastery of these
skills are evident
when students can do
the following:
Skill Coverage
1. Interpret/describe
illustrations and how
it relates to the story
2. Identify important
details using text
evidence from the
story as it relates to
the plot
3. Identify what
person, place, thing,
or idea in the text an
illustration depicts
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SY 2016-2017
Quarter 1 – Unit 1

First Grade Writing
KNOW
(Factual)

W 1.3 Write narratives in
which they recount two or
more appropriately
sequenced events include
some details regarding what
happened, use temporal
words to signal event order,
and provide some sense of
closure.











Narrative writing,

drawing, dictating
Event(s) (topic and
situation-what happened.
For example, “My dog”
is a topic; “My dog ate
my homework” is an
event)

Relevant details/
examples (e.g., how
things look, feel, smell,
sound, taste)
Reaction (e.g., How did
the event make you feel?)
Order of events (e.g.,
beginning, middle, end)
Closure/ending/
conclusion
Forms (e.g., stories and
story boards, journal
entries)

UNDERSTAND
(Conceptual)

Good authors of
narrative writing
inform and entertain
the reader by using
descriptive words,
putting them in the
midst of the action

DO
(Procedural, Application
and Extended Thinking)





Good authors use
model/example texts
to guide them as they 
compose their own
narrative pieces



Mastery of these
skills are evident
when students can do
the following:
Select/identify an event or Writing skills should
several loosely linked
be integrated with
events to tell about
reading skills
Select a form for the
narrative
All writing activities
Provide some details
should be modeled by
about the event
the teacher
Organize writing in the
order in which the events
occurred
Provide a reaction to the
event(s)
Provide some closure/
ending
Use a combination of
drawing, dictating, and
writing to narrate a single
event or several loosely
linked events, tell about
the events in the order in
which they occurred, and
provide a reaction to what
happened

SY2016-2017

First Grade Literacy Planning Map
SY 2016-2017
Quarter 1 – Unit 2

First Grade Literacy Planning Map
Common Core
Standards

Unpacking: What do these standards mean a child will know and be able to do?
KNOW
(Factual)

RL.1.1 Ask and answer

questions about key details in 
a text.


Week 1

10-11-16 to 10-14-16

Skill Coverage - 1,2


Week 2
10-17-16 to 10-21-16
Skill Coverage – 3,4,5

Texts
Questions
Answers
Key details
Predictions
Inferences
Background knowledge
5 W’s + H questions
(who, what, where,
when, why and how)

UNDERSTAND
(Conceptual)


Authors include key
details in literary
texts which can help
a reader ask and
answer questions



Good readers know a
question is different
from a statement and
requires an answer

DO
(Procedural, Application
and Extended Thinking)
 Make reasonable
predictions about text
 Use information from
the text and background
knowledge to make
inferences
 Ask and answer
questions which begin
with who, what, where,
when, why, and how
 Ask and answer
questions about key
details in a text

Mastery of these
skills are evident
when students can do
the following:
Skill Coverage
1. Answer questions
(read aloud &
independently)
2. Ask questions
(Student generated)
5 W’s+H/ Blooms
question stems
3. Identify key ideas
4. Identify & locate
key details
5. Infer answers from
details and
background
information
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KNOW
(Factual)

RL. 1.2 Retell stories,
including key details, and
demonstrate understanding
of their central message or
lesson.
Week 3
10-24-16 to 10-28-16
Skill Coverage - 1,2
Week 4
10-31-16 to 11-3-16
Skill Coverage – 3,4,5













Literary texts

How to retell literary
stories
Characteristics of stories
(e.g., beginning, middle,
end)
Differences between

central message and
lesson
Differences between key
ideas and details in a
story
Characteristics of an
effective
retelling/recounting.
Methods for
demonstrating
understanding of story
message or lesson

UNDERSTAND
(Conceptual)

DO
(Procedural, Application
and Extended Thinking)

Mastery of these
skills are evident
when students can do
the following:

Authors of literary
texts include details
that help readers
make sense of
stories



Skill Coverage
1. Retell stories with
the following:
a beginning,
middle and end
2. Key details and
the central
message or
lesson) moral,
and order
3. Integrate
personal
prior knowledge
into their retelling
4. Use of sequential
order words
5. Indicate, initially
with prompting,
how key details
support the
central message
or lesson

Good readers create
an effective
recounting or
retelling of literary
text(s) that includes
key ideas and details









Recognize key details in
a story
Recount/retell (or
graphically represent)
key details from literary
texts
Recognize that key
details show a central
message, lesson or
moral
Demonstrate (e.g.,
visual, auditory, tactile,
kinesthetic)
understanding of central
message or lesson
Retell stories, including
key details, and
demonstrate
understanding of their
central message or
lesson
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SY 2016-2017
First Grade Writing
KNOW
(Factual)

W 1.3 Write narratives in
which they recount two or
more appropriately
sequenced events include
some details regarding what
happened, use temporal
words to signal event order,
and provide some sense of
closure.











Narrative writing,

drawing, dictating
Event(s) (topic and
situation-what happened.
For example, “My dog”
is a topic; “My dog ate
my homework” is an
event)

Relevant
details/examples (e.g.,
how things look, feel,
smell, sound, taste)
Reaction (e.g., How did
the event make you feel?)
Order of events (e.g.,
beginning, middle, end)
Closure/ending/
conclusion
Forms (e.g., stories and
story boards, journal
entries)

UNDERSTAND
(Conceptual)

Good authors of
narrative writing
inform and entertain
the reader by using
descriptive words,
putting them in the
midst of the action

Quarter 1 – Unit 2
Mastery of these
skills are evident
when students can do
the following:
Select/identify an event or Writing skills should
several loosely linked
be integrated with
events to tell about
reading skills
Select a form for the
narrative
All writing activities
Provide some details
should be modeled by
about the event
the teacher
Organize writing in the
order in which the events
occurred
Provide a reaction to the
event(s)
Provide some closure/
ending
Use a combination of
drawing, dictating, and
writing to narrate a single
event or several loosely
linked events, tell about
the events in the order in
which they occurred, and
provide a reaction to what
happened

DO
(Procedural, Application
and Extended Thinking)





Good authors use
model/example texts
to guide them as they 
compose their own
narrative pieces



SY2016-2017

First Grade Literacy Planning Map
SY 2016-2017
First Grade Literacy Planning Map
Unit 3
Unit 4
First Grade Literacy

Suggested Instructional Timeline: Quarter 2

11/07/2015-12/09/2015
12/12/2016-02/2/2017

(5 weeks)
(6 weeks)
Quarter 2 – Unit 3

Unpacking: What do these standards mean a child will know and be able to do?
Common Core
Standards
RI.1.5 Explain major

differences between books 
that tell stories and books 
that give information,
drawing on a wide reading
of a range of text types.

Week 1

11-7-16 to 11-10-16
Skill Coverage -1,2

KNOW
(Factual)
Literary text
How to explain
Types of text (e.g.,
informational/non-fiction,
literary/fiction, fantasy,
fable)
Same (compare)
Different (contrast)

UNDERSTAND
(Conceptual)





DO
(Procedural, Application
and Extended Thinking)
Authors write various
 Identify stories
types of texts; some
 Identify informational
texts tell stories and
texts
others provide
 Explain the major
information
differences between
books that tell stories
Good readers understand
and books that give
that some texts are
information
written to tell a story and
some are written provide
information.

Mastery of these
skills are evident
when students can
do the following:
Skill Coverage
1. Identify/Describe
characteristics of
text that tell a story
2. Identify/Describe
characteristics of an
informational text

SY2016-2017
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SY 2016-2017

Quarter 2 – Unit 3

First Grade Literacy
Unpacking: What do these standards mean a child will know and be able to do?
Common Core
Standards
RI.1.6 Identify who is
telling the story at various
points in a text.
Week 2
11-14-16 to 11-18-16
Skill Coverage – 1,2,3

KNOW
(Factual)






Literary text(s): Story
How to identify who is
telling the story/point of
view
Author’s purpose (e.g., to
inform, to persuade, to
entertain, to describe, to
explain how) for writing a
text
Narrator/Speaker

UNDERSTAND
(Conceptual)






An author’s purpose for
writing a piece of text
affects what he/she
writes (including who is
telling the story
Good readers know that
the speaker in a story
affects how the story is
told
Good readers know that
the narrator or speaker
in a story sometimes
changes

DO
(Procedural, Application
and Extended Thinking)




Recognize the author’s
purpose for writing a
text
Recognize when the
narrator/speaker of the
story changes
Identify who is telling
a story at various
points in the text

Mastery of these
skills are evident
when students can
do the following:
Skill Coverage
1. Identify who is
speaking in a
text
2. Recognize when
the narrator
speaker of the
story changes
3. Identify who is
telling a story at
various points
in the text
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SY 2016-2017

KNOW
(Factual)

UNDERSTAND
(Conceptual)

.

RI.1.2 Identify the main
topic and retell key details
of a text.
Weeks 3 & 4
11-21-16 to 12-02-16
Skill Coverage - 1,2,3






Informational text (both
literary nonfiction and
expository/technical texts)
Main topic
Difference between the
main topic and key details
How to retell/restate details



Authors of
informational text(s)
include key details in
order to help readers
make meaning of the
text

DO
(Procedural, Application
and Extended Thinking)






Good readers use key
details in an
informational text to
identify the main topic



Identify and retell key
details in an
informational text
Identify the main
topic of an
informational text
Describe or
graphically represent
the relationship
between main topic
and key details
Identify the main
topic and retell key
details of a text

Mastery of these
skills are evident
when students can
do the following:
Skill Coverage
1. Identify topic and
main idea
2. Identify
supportive details
3. Retell/restate
details

SY2016-2017
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SY 2016-2017
KNOW
(Factual)

RI.1.8 Identify the reasons
an author gives to support
points in a text.





Week 5
12-05-16 to 12-09-16
Skill Coverage - 1,2,3

How to describe
Illustrations (e.g., photos,
pictures, drawings)
Story details (e.g.,
character, setting, events)





UNDERSTAND
(Conceptual)

DO
(Procedural, Application
and Extended Thinking)

Authors use
illustrations and details
in a text to tell a story



Good readers use
illustrations/pictures to
enhance their
understanding of a
story






Identify important
story details
Identify information
obtained from
illustrations
Describe the
relationship between
illustrations and the
story in which they
appear
Use illustrations and
details in a story to
describe its
characters, setting, or
events

Mastery of these
skills are evident
when students can
do the following:
Skill Coverage
1. Interpret/
describe
illustrations and
how it relates to the
story
2. Identify
important details
using text evidence
from the story as it
relates to the plot
3. Identify what
person, place, thing,
or idea in the text
an illustration
depicts
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First Grade Literacy Planning Map
SY 2016-2017
Quarter 2 – Unit 3

First Grade Writing
KNOW
(Factual)

W 1.1 Write opinion
pieces in which they
introduce the topic or
name the book they are
writing about, state an
opinion, supply a reason
for the opinion, and
provide some sense of
closure.













How to persuade
Reason(s)
Evidence (e.g., examples,
facts)
Difference between
important and unimportant
reasons/facts/examples
Opinion
Resources (e.g., teacher
selected)
Effective introduction/hook
(e.g., one that includes the
writer’s opinion)
How to logically order ideas
most of the time
Audience
Format choices (e.g.,
friendly letter,
advertisements)
Conclusion/ closure/
concluding statement

UNDERSTAND
(Conceptual)




Good persuasive writers
address the needs of the
audience by giving
reasons to support an
opinion
Good authors use
model/examples texts to
guide them as they
compose their own
persuasive pieces

DO
(Procedural, Application
and Extended Thinking)










Form an opinion about
a topic or a text
Use teacher selected
resources to locate and
choose facts and/or
examples
differentiating between
important and
unimportant reasons
Addressing the needs
of the audience
Use/select an
appropriate writing
format
Organize writing with
a beginning, middle
and end
Write opinion pieces
by introducing a topic
or naming a book
stating an opinion
providing reasons that
support the opinion
Ordering reasons by
importance
providing a sense of
closure

Mastery of these
skills are evident
when students can
do the following:
Writing skills should
be integrated with
reading skills
All writing activities
should be modeled
by the teacher

SY2016-2017

First Grade Literacy Planning Map
SY 2016-2017

Quarter 2 – Unit 4

First Grade Literacy
Unpacking: What do these standards mean a child will know and be able to do?

Common Core
Standards

RI.1.1 Ask and answer
questions about key
details in a text.
Week 1
12-12-16 to 12-16-16
Skill Coverage – 1,2
Week 2
12-19-16 to 12-23-16
Skill Coverage – 3,4

KNOW
(Factual)









Texts
Questions
Answers
Key details
Predictions
Inferences
Background knowledge
5 W’s + H questions
(who, what, where,
when, why and how)

UNDERSTAND
(Conceptual)




DO
(Procedural, Application
and Extended Thinking)

Authors include key
details in informational
texts which can help a
reader ask and answer
questions



Good readers know a
question is different
from a statement and
requires an answer







Make reasonable
predictions as they read
Use information from
the text and
background knowledge
to make inferences
Ask and answer
questions which begin
with who, what, where,
when, why, and how
Ask and answer
questions about key
details in a text

Mastery of these skills
are evident when
students can do the
following:
Skill Coverage
1. Answer questions
(read aloud &
independently)
2. Ask questions
(Student generated)
5 W’s+H/ Blooms
question stems
3. Identify & Locate
key details to verify
answers
4. Infer answers from
details and background
information

SY2016-2017

First Grade Literacy Planning Map
SY 2016-2017

Quarter 2 – Unit 4

First Grade Literacy
Unpacking: What do these standards mean a child will know and be able to do?

Common Core
Standards

RL.1.2 Retell stories,
including key details and
demonstrate
understanding of their
central message or lesson

KNOW
(Factual)




Week 3
1-9-17 to 1-13-17
Skill Coverage – 1,2



Week 4
1-17-17 to 1-20-17
Skill Coverage – 2,3







Literary texts

How to retell literary
stories
Characteristics of
stories (e.g., beginning,
middle, end)

Differences between
central message and
lesson
Differences between
key ideas and details in
a story
Characteristics of an
effective
retelling/recounting.
Methods for
demonstrating
understanding of story
message or lesson

UNDERSTAND
(Conceptual)
Authors of literary
texts include details
that help readers make
sense of stories

Good readers create an
effective recounting or
retelling of literary
text(s) that includes key
ideas and details

DO
(Procedural, Application
and Extended Thinking)









Recognize key details
in a story
Recount/retell (or
graphically represent)
key details from
literary texts
Recognize that key
details show a central
message, lesson or
moral
Demonstrate (e.g.,
visual, auditory,
tactile, kinesthetic)
understanding of
central message or
lesson
Retell stories,
including key details,
and demonstrate
understanding of their
central message or
lesson

Mastery of these skills are
evident when students can
do the following:

Skill Coverage
1. Retell stories with the
following: a
beginning, middle and
end
2. Use of sequential
order words when
retelling a story
3. Identify/Demonstrate
understanding of the
central message or
lesson moral and with
prompting indicate
how key details
support the central
message.

SY2016-2017
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SY 2016-2017

KNOW
(Factual)

RI.1.5 Know and use
various text features (e.g.
headings, tables of
contents, glossaries,
electronic menus, icons)
to locate key facts or
information in a text.
Week 5
1-23-17 to 1-27-17
Skill Coverage – 1,2








Informational text (both 
literary nonfiction and
expository/technical
texts)
How to identify

Text features (e.g.,
headings, tables of
contents, glossaries,
electronic menus, icons)
Characteristics of key
facts

UNDERSTAND
(Conceptual)

Authors include text
features to help the
reader understand the
text




Good readers use text
features to locate key
facts or information in a 
text

DO
(Procedural, Application
and Extended Thinking)

Mastery of these skills
are evident when
students can do the
following:

Identify the heading,
table of contents,
glossaries, electronic
menus and icons
Use various text features
to locate key facts or
information in a text
Know and use various
text to locate key facts
or information in a text

Skill Coverage
1. Identify text
features e.g., table
of contents,
glossaries,
headings, title,
electronic menus
and icons
2. Know and use text
features to locate
key facts or
information in a
text

SY2016-2017
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SY 2016-2017
KNOW
(Factual)

RI.1.6 Distinguish
between information
provided by pictures or
other illustrations and
information provided by
the words in a text.

Week 6
1-30-17 to 2-2-17
Skill Coverage – 1,2,3









Informational text (both
literary nonfiction and
expository/technical
texts)
How to define
Author
Illustrator
Role of an author
Role of an illustrator

UNDERSTAND
(Conceptual)




DO
(Procedural, Application
and Extended Thinking)

Authors and illustrators
have different roles in
creating a text



The author of an
informational text
decides what ideas or
information is
presented to the reader





The illustrator of an
informational text helps
the reader “see” the text



Good readers recognize
that authors and
illustrators have
different roles





Identify the author of
an informational text
Identify the illustrator
of an informational text
Identify the ideas and
information learned
from the author
Identify the ideas and
information learned
from the illustrator

Mastery of these skills
are evident when
students can do the
following:
Skill Coverage
1. Compare/
Contrast pictures with
content
2. Identify the roles of
the author and
illustrator of a story
3. Identify/describe the
author/illustrator ideas

SY2016-2017

First Grade Literacy Planning Map
SY 2016-2017
Quarter 2 – Unit 4

First Grade Writing
KNOW
(Factual)
W.1.2 Write informative/
explanatory texts in which
they name a topic, supply
some facts about the
topic, and provide some
closure.







Informative/explanatory
writing, drawing, dictating
Topic
Information/facts/examples
Beginning, middle, end

Closure/ending/conclusion

UNDERSTAND
(Conceptual)


Good informative/
explanatory authors
provide information to
help the reader
understand a topic

DO
(Procedural, Application
and Extended Thinking)





Good authors use

informative/explanatory
writing to communicate
information related to
real-world tasks




Good authors use
model/example texts to
guide them as they
compose
informative/expository
texts



Good readers and
writers write to make
meaning of what they
read



Select/name an
interesting topic for
writing
Provide some
information about the
topic
Organize writing with a
beginning, middle and
end, sequencing the
ideas most of the time
Provide some closure/
ending
Use a combination of
drawing, dictating, and
writing to compose
informative/explanatory
texts in which they
name what they are
writing about and
supply some
information about the
topic

Mastery of these
skills are evident
when students can
do the following:
Writing skills should
be integrated with
reading skills
All writing activities
should be modeled
by the teacher

SY2016-2017

First Grade Literacy Planning Map
SY 2016-2017
First Grade Literacy Planning Map

Suggested Instructional Timeline: Quarter 3

2/6/2017 – 3/10/2017
3/13/2017 – 04/6/2017

Unit 5
Unit 6

(5 weeks)
(4 weeks)
Quarter 3 Unit 5

Unpacking: What do these standards mean a child will know and be able to do?

Common Core
Standards

KNOW
(Factual)
RI.1.3 Describe the
connection between two
individuals, events, ideas or
pieces of information in a
text.
Week 1
2-6-17 to 2-10-17
Skill Coverage - 1,2







Informational text (both
literary nonfiction and
expository/technical
texts)
How to describe
Key features of such as
author and title
Key ideas/concepts,
individuals, and events

UNDERSTAND
(Conceptual)


Authors connect
individuals, events,
and ideas to help
readers understand
informational texts



Good readers make
connections between
individuals, events,
ideas or pieces of
information in order
to better understand
informational texts

DO
(Procedural, Application
and Extended Thinking)
 Identify the individuals
events and key
ideas/concepts in
informational texts
 Describe (or graphically
represent) how
individuals, events and
key ideas/concepts are
connected (their
relationship)
 Identify the individuals
events and key
ideas/concepts in
informational texts

Mastery of these skills
are evident when
students can do the
following:
Skill Coverage
1. Identify/Describe
individuals, events,
key ideas/concepts in
a text
2. Compare/Describe
how individuals,
events, key
ideas/concepts are
connected
(Relationship)

SY2016-2017

First Grade Literacy Planning Map
SY 2016-2017
KNOW
(Factual)

RL. 1.3 Describe
characters, settings, and
major events in a story,
using key details.
Week 2
2-13-17 to 2-17-17
Skill Coverage – 1,2

Week 3
2-21-17 to 2-24-17
Skill Coverage – 3,4
Week 4
2-27-17 to 3-3-17
Skill Coverage – 5,6






Literary texts
Key ideas
Important/supporting
details
Story & Play elements
 Plot (e.g., events,
climax/turning point,
resolution)
 Conflict (e.g.,
problem/solution)
 Characters (traits,
motivations, words,
and feelings)
 Setting (e.g., time,
place)

UNDERSTAND
(Conceptual)





Authors create welldeveloped characters
that shape the events
of a story or play
Good readers
understand that the
actions of characters
in a literary text
contribute to the
sequence of events
in a story or play

DO
(Procedural, Application
and Extended Thinking)










Identify the key ideas
and events in a story or
play
Sequence the key ideas
and events in a story or
play
Identify the characters
in a story or play (e.g.,
traits, motivations,
feelings)
Describe or graphically
represent characters
(their thoughts, words
and actions) and events
in a story or play,
drawing on specific
details from the text
Describe and explain
how characters’ actions
relate to the sequence of
events
Describe characters in a
story (e.g., their traits,
motivations, or feelings)
and explain how their
actions contribute to the
sequence of events

Mastery of these skills
are evident when
students can do the
following:
Skill Coverage
1. Identify characters
and main characters
in a story
2. Identify/describe
the setting of a story
3. Identify major
events in a story
4. Describe a
characters feelings,
actions and causes
5. Identify/describe
character traits,
feelings, actions and
motives using text
evidence
6. Describe characters
in a story and explain
how their actions
contributes to the
sequence of events

SY2016-2017

First Grade Literacy Planning Map
SY 2016-2017
KNOW
(Factual)

RL. 1.7 Use illustrations
and details in a story to
describe its characters,
setting, or events.
Week 5
3-6-17 to 3-10-17
Skill Coverage - 1,2,3





How to describe

Illustrations (e.g., photos,
pictures, drawings)
Story details (e.g.,
character, setting, events)


UNDERSTAND
(Conceptual)

DO
(Procedural, Application
and Extended Thinking)

Authors use
illustrations and
details in a text to tell
a story



Good readers use
illustrations/pictures
to enhance their
understanding of a
story







Mastery of these skills
are evident when
students can do the
following:
Identify important story Skill Coverage
details
1. Interpret/describe
Identify information
illustrations and how
obtained from
it relates to the story
illustrations
2. Identify important
Describe the
details using text
relationship between
evidence from the
illustrations and the
story as it relates to
story in which they
the plot
appear
3. Identify what
Use illustrations and
person, place, thing,
details in a story to
or idea in the text an
describe its characters, illustration depicts
setting, or events

SY2016-2017

First Grade Literacy Planning Map
SY 2016-2017
Quarter 3 – Unit 5

First Grade Writing
KNOW
(Factual)

W 1.3 Write narratives in
which they recount two or
more appropriately
sequenced events include
some details regarding what
happened, use temporal
words to signal event order,
and provide some sense of
closure.










Narrative writing,

drawing, dictating
Event(s) (topic and
situation-what happened.
For example, “My dog” is
a topic; “My dog ate my
homework” is an event)
Relevant details/examples

(e.g., how things look,
feel, smell, sound, taste)
Reaction (e.g., How did
the event make you feel?)
Order of events (e.g.,
beginning, middle, end)
Closure/ending/conclusion
Forms (e.g., stories and
story boards, journal
entries)

UNDERSTAND
(Conceptual)

Good authors of
narrative writing
inform and entertain
the reader by using
descriptive words,
putting them in the
midst of the action

DO
(Procedural, Application
and Extended Thinking)





Good authors use
model/example texts
to guide them as they 
compose their own
narrative pieces



Select/identify an event
or several loosely linked
events to tell about
Select a form for the
narrative
Provide some details
about the event
Organize writing in the
order in which the events
occurred
Provide a reaction to the
event(s)
Provide some closure/
ending
Use a combination of
drawing, dictating, and
writing to narrate a single
event or several loosely
linked events, tell about
the events in the order in
which they occurred, and
provide a reaction to
what happened

Mastery of these skills
are evident when
students can do the
following:
Writing skills should
be integrated with
reading skills
All writing activities
should be modeled by
the teacher

SY2016-2017

First Grade Literacy Planning Map
SY 2016-2017
Quarter 3 – Unit 6

First Grade Literacy
Unpacking: What do these standards mean a child will know and be able to do?

Common Core
Standards

KNOW
(Factual)
RI. 1.9 Identify basic
similarities in and
differences between two
texts on the same topic (e.g.
in illustrations, descriptions,
or procedures).

Week 1
3-13-17 to 3-17-17
Skill Coverage - 1,2
Week 2
3-20-17 to 3-24-17
Skill Coverage – 2,3









Informational text (both
literary nonfiction and
expository/technical
texts)
Similarities/compare
Differences/contrast
Illustrations/pictures
Descriptions/details
Procedures/steps (e.g.
experiments, directions,
recipes)

UNDERSTAND
(Conceptual)


Authors of
informational text
provide information
on topics using
features such as
illustrations,
descriptions, and
procedures



Good readers make
meaning of
informational text by
identifying
similarities and
differences between
two texts

DO
(Procedural, Application
and Extended Thinking)
 Identify basic similarities
between two texts on the
same topic
 Identify basic differences
between two texts on the
same topic
 Identify or graphically
represent basic similarities
in and differences between
two texts on the same topic

Mastery of these skills
are evident when
students can do the
following:
Skill Coverage
1. Compare and
contrast texts
across grade
levels and text
complexity
2. The ability to
identify
similarities and
differences in two
selections on the
same topic
3. Develop
Questions that
compare and
contrast
characters,
motives, beliefs
between texts

SY2016-2017

First Grade Literacy Planning Map
SY 2016-2017
KNOW
(Factual)

RL. 1.4 Identify word and
phrases in stories or poems
that suggest feelings or
appeal to the senses.
RI. 1.4 Ask and answer
questions to help determine
or clarify the meaning of
words and phrases in a text.

Week 3
3-27-17 to 3-31-17
Skill Coverage 1,2,3,4














Literary text
How to identify
Picture clues
Words and phrases
Word choice
Context clues
Literal and non-literal
meaning
Simple figurative
language (e.g., simile,
metaphor)
Simple literary devices
(e.g., alliteration,
repetition, rhythm,
rhyme)
Feeling words
Sensory words

UNDERSTAND
(Conceptual)



Authors make
purposeful language
choices to create
meaning in stories,
poems, and songs

DO
(Procedural, Application
and Extended Thinking)





Good readers
actively seek the
meaning of
unknown
words/phrases to
clarify
understanding of
stories, poems, and
songs





Read and reread other
sentences and nonlinguistic images (e.g.,
illustrations) in the text
to identify context clues
Use context clues to
help unlock the meaning
of unknown
words/phrases
Recognize words and
phrases that have literal
and non-literal meanings
Identify figurative
language and literary
devices
Identify words and
phrases in stories,
poems, and songs that
suggest feelings or
appeal to the senses

Mastery of these skills
are evident when
students can do the
following:
Skill Coverage
1. Identify context
clues to determine
meaning of unknown
words
2.Determine/Interpret
connotative meanings
and figurative
meanings
3. Identify words that
suggest feeling or
appeal to the senses
4. Ask and answer
questions to clarify
word meaning

SY2016-2017

First Grade Literacy Planning Map
SY 2016-2017
KNOW
(Factual)

RI. 1.8 Identify the reasons
an author gives to support
points in a text.



Week 4
4-3-17 to 4-6-17
Skill Coverage - 1,2,3







Informational text (both
literary nonfiction and
expository/technical
texts)
Author
Main/key ideas/points
Supporting details
Relevant/important vs.
irrelevant/unimportant
details
Reasons/examples





UNDERSTAND
(Conceptual)

DO
(Procedural, Application
and Extended Thinking)

Authors provide
reasons/examples in
informational text to
support their points
and ideas





Good readers
identify the
reasons/examples an
author uses to
support points and
ideas to enhance
their understanding
of an informational
text



Mastery of these skills
are evident when
students can do the
following:
Skill
Coverage
Identify the author’s
1. Identify author’s
key ideas/points
purpose
Identify reasons /details
2. Identify the
that support the
author’s purpose
author’s key
to determine if
ideas/points
key points in
Differentiate between
various types of
relevant and irrelevant
information texts
reasons/details
(authentic
Identify the relevant
documents,
reasons/examples an
newspapers,
author gives to support
essays,
points in a text
informative texts)
are valid and
supported
3. Use reason to
support key ideas

SY2016-2017

First Grade Literacy Planning Map
SY 2016-2017
Quarter 3 – Unit 6

First Grade Writing
KNOW
(Factual)

W 1.1 Write opinion pieces
in which they introduce the
topic or name the book they
are writing about, state an
opinion, supply a reason for
the opinion, and provide
some sense of closure.















How to persuade
Reason(s)
Evidence (e.g., examples,
facts)
Difference between
important and
unimportant
reasons/facts/examples
Opinion
Resources (e.g., teacher
selected)
Effective
introduction/hook (e.g.,
one that includes the
writer’s opinion)
How to logically order
ideas most of the time
Audience
Format choices (e.g.,
friendly letter,
advertisements)
Conclusion/ closure/
concluding statement

UNDERSTAND
(Conceptual)





DO
(Procedural, Application
and Extended Thinking)

Good persuasive

writers address the
needs of the

audience by giving
reasons to support an
opinion
Good authors use
model/examples
texts to guide them
as they compose
their own persuasive
pieces








Form an opinion about a
topic or a text
Use teacher selected
resources to choose
facts and/or examples
differentiating between
important and
unimportant reasons
addressing the needs of
the audience
Use/select an
appropriate writing
format
Organize writing with a
beginning, middle and
end
Write opinion pieces by
introducing a topic or
naming a book
stating an opinion
providing reasons that
support the opinion
Ordering reasons by
importance
providing a sense of
closure

Mastery of these skills
are evident when
students can do the
following:
Writing skills should
be integrated with
reading skills
All writing activities
should be modeled by
the teacher

SY2016-2017

First Grade Literacy Planning Map
SY 2016-2017
First Literacy Planning Map
Unit 7
Unit 8
First Grade Literacy

Suggested Instructional Timeline: Quarter 4
4/17/2017 – 5/19/2017
5/22/2017 – 6/20/2017

(5 weeks)
(4 weeks)
Quarter 4 – Unit 7

Unpacking: What do these standards mean a child will know and be able to do?

Common Core
Standards

KNOW
(Factual)
RL.1.1/RI. 1.1 Ask and
answer questions about key
details in a text.
Week 1
4-17-17 to 4-21-17
Skill Coverage – 1,2
Week 2
4-24-17 to 4-28-17
Skill Coverage -3,4
Week 3
5-1-17 to 5-5-17
Skill Coverage 5,6










Texts
Questions
Answers
Key details
Predictions
Inferences
Background knowledge
5 W’s + H questions
(who, what, where, when,
why and how)

UNDERSTAND
(Conceptual)


Authors include key
details in literary
texts which can help
a reader ask and
answer questions



Good readers know
a question is
different from a
statement and
requires an answer

DO
(Procedural, Application
and Extended Thinking)
 Make reasonable
predictions about text
 Use information from
the text and background
knowledge to make
inferences
 Ask and answer
questions which begin
with who, what, where,
when, why, and how
 Ask and answer
questions about key
details in a text

Mastery of these skills
are evident when
students can do the
following:
Skill Coverage
1. Answer questions
(read aloud &
independently)
2. Ask questions
(Student
generated) 5
W’s+H/ Blooms
question stems
3. Make and verify
predictions
4. Identify key ideas
5. Identify & locate
key details
6. Infer answers
from details and
background
information

SY2016-2017

First Grade Literacy Planning Map
SY 2016-2017
KNOW
(Factual)

RI.1.2 Identify the main
topic and retell key details
of a text.



Week 4
5-8-17 to 5-12-17
Skill Coverage – 1,2,3





Informational text (both
literary nonfiction and
expository/technical
texts)
Main topic
Difference between the
main topic and key details
How to retell/restate
details

UNDERSTAND
(Conceptual)

DO
(Procedural, Application
and Extended Thinking)

4. Authors of
informational text(s)
include key details
in order to help
readers make
meaning of the text

5. Identify and retell key
details in an
informational text
6. Identify the main topic
of an informational text
7. Describe or graphically
represent the
relationship between
main topic and key
details
8. Identify the main topic
and retell key details of
a text



Good readers use
key details in an
informational text to
identify the main
topic

Mastery of these skills
are evident when
students can do the
following:
Skill Coverage
1. Identify topic and
main idea
2. Identify supportive
details
3. Retell/restate
details

SY2016-2017

First Grade Literacy Planning Map
SY 2016-2017
KNOW
(Factual)

RL.1.2 Retell stories,
including key details, and
demonstrate understanding
of their central message or
lesson.




Week 5
5-15-17 to 5-19-17
Skill Coverage 1,2,3









Literary texts
How to retell literary
stories
Characteristics of stories
(e.g., beginning, middle,
end)
Differences between
central message and
lesson
Differences between key
ideas and details in a
story
Characteristics of an
effective
retelling/recounting.
Methods for
demonstrating
understanding of story
message or lesson

UNDERSTAND
(Conceptual)





Authors of literary
texts include details
that help readers
make sense of
stories
Good readers create
an effective
recounting or
retelling of literary
text(s) that includes
key ideas and details

DO
(Procedural, Application
and Extended Thinking)









Recognize key details in
a story
Recount/retell (or
graphically represent)
key details from literary
texts
Recognize that key
details show a central
message, lesson or
moral
Demonstrate (e.g.,
visual, auditory, tactile,
kinesthetic
understanding of central
message or lesson
Retell stories, including
key details, and
demonstrate
understanding of their
central message or
lesson

Mastery of these skills
are evident when
students can do the
following:
Skill Coverage
1. Retell and identify
key details in a story
2. Provide key details
to describe a central
theme or lesson
3. Demonstrate visual
auditory, kinesthetic
understanding of
central message or
lesson

SY2016-2017

First Grade Literacy Planning Map
SY 2016-2017
Quarter 4 – Unit 7

First Grade Writing
KNOW
(Factual)

W.1.1 Write opinion pieces
in which they introduce the
topic or name the book they
are writing about, state an
opinion, supply a reason for
the opinion, and provide
some sense of closure.









How to persuade
Opinion
Preference
Topic(s)
Book title(s)
Reason(s)
Example(s)/fact(s)

UNDERSTAND
(Conceptual)





DO
(Procedural, Application
and Extended Thinking)

Good persuasive
writers address the
needs of the
audience by giving
reasons to support
an opinion or
preference



Good authors use
model/examples
texts to guide them
as they compose
their own
persuasive pieces








Tell about a topic or
name a book
State an opinion or
preference about a
book or topic
Combine drawing,
dictating and
writing to create an
opinion piece
Support the opinion
or preference with
reason(s),
example(s), and/or
fact(s)
Use a combination
of drawing,
dictating, and
writing to compose
opinion pieces in
which they tell a
reader the topic or
the name of the
book they are
writing about and
state an opinion or
preference about the
topic or book

Mastery of these skills
are evident when
students can do the
following:
Writing skills should
be integrated with
reading skills
All writing activities
should be modeled by
the teacher

SY2016-2017

First Grade Literacy Planning Map
SY 2016-2017
.

W.1.2 Write informative/
explanatory texts in which
they name a topic, supply
some facts about the topic,
and provide some closure.

KNOW
(Factual)










Informative/
explanatory writing,
drawing, dictating
Topic
Information/facts/
examples
Beginning, middle, end
Closure/ending/
Conclusion





UNDERSTAND
(Conceptual)

DO
(Procedural, Application
and Extended Thinking)

Mastery of these skills
are evident when
students can do the
following:

Good informative/
explanatory authors
provide information
to help the reader
understand a topic



Writing skills should
be integrated with
reading skills




Good authors use
informative/
explanatory writing
to communicate
information related
to real-world tasks



Good authors use
model/example texts
to guide them as
they compose
informative/
expository texts



Good readers and
writers write to
make meaning of
what they read




Select/name an
interesting topic for
writing
Provide some facts
about the topic
Organize writing with a
beginning, middle and
end, sequencing the
ideas most of the time
Provide some closure/
ending
Write informative/
explanatory texts in
which they name a
topic, supply some facts
about the topic, and
provide some closure

All writing activities
should be modeled by
the teacher

SY2016-2017

First Grade Literacy Planning Map
SY 2016-2017
Quarter 4 – Unit 8

First Grade Writing
KNOW
(Factual)

W 1.3 Write narratives in
which they recount two or
more appropriately
sequenced events include
some details regarding what
happened, use temporal
words to signal event order,
and provide some sense of
closure.










Narrative writing,

drawing, dictating
Event(s) (topic and
situation-what happened.
For example, “My dog” is
a topic; “My dog ate my
homework” is an event)
Relevant details/examples

(e.g., how things look,
feel, smell, sound, taste)
Reaction (e.g., How did
the event make you feel?)
Order of events (e.g.,
beginning, middle, end)
Closure/ending/conclusion
Forms (e.g., stories and
story boards, journal
entries)

UNDERSTAND
(Conceptual)

Good authors of
narrative writing
inform and entertain
the reader by using
descriptive words,
putting them in the
midst of the action

DO
(Procedural, Application
and Extended Thinking)





Good authors use
model/example texts
to guide them as they 
compose their own
narrative pieces



Select/identify an event
or several loosely linked
events to tell about
Select a form for the
narrative
Provide some details
about the event
Organize writing in the
order in which the events
occurred
Provide a reaction to the
event(s)
Provide some closure/
ending
Use a combination of
drawing, dictating, and
writing to narrate a single
event or several loosely
linked events, tell about
the events in the order in
which they occurred, and
provide a reaction to
what happened

Mastery of these skills
are evident when
students can do the
following:
Writing skills should
be integrated with
reading skills
All writing activities
should be modeled by
the teacher

SY2016-2017

First Grade Literacy Planning Map
SY 2016-2017
Quarter 4 – Unit 8

First Grade
Unpacking: What do these standards mean a child will know and be able to do?

Common Core
Standards

KNOW
(Factual)
RI.1.1 Ask and answer
questions about key details
in a text.
Week 1
5-22-17 to 5-26-17
Skill Coverage - 1,2,3
Week 2
5-30-17 to 6-2-17
Skill Coverage - 4,5
Week 3
6-5-17 to 6-9-17
Skill Coverage - 6










Texts
Questions
Answers
Key details
Predictions
Inferences
Background knowledge
5 W’s + H questions
(who, what, where, when,
why and how)

UNDERSTAND
(Conceptual)


Authors include key
details in
informational texts
which can help a
reader ask and
answer questions



Good readers know
a question is
different from a
statement and
requires an answer

DO
(Procedural, Application
and Extended Thinking)
 Make reasonable
predictions as they read
 Use information from
the text and background
knowledge to make
inferences
 Ask and answer
questions which begin
with who, what, where,
when, why, and how
 Ask and answer
questions about key
details in a text

Mastery of these skills
are evident when
students can do the
following:
Skill Coverage
1. Answer questions
(read aloud &
independently)
2. Ask questions
(Student generated)
5 W’s+H/ Blooms
question stems
3. Make and verify
predictions
4. Identify key ideas
5. Identify & Locate
key details
6. Infer answers from
details and
background
information

SY2016-2017

First Grade Literacy Planning Map
SY 2016-2017
KNOW
(Factual)

RI.1.5 Know and use
various text features (e.g.
headings, tables of contents,
glossaries, electronic menus,
icons) to locate key facts or
information in a text.
Weeks 4 & 5
6-12-17 to 6-20-17
Skill Coverage - 1,2







Informational text (both

literary nonfiction and
expository/technical texts)
How to identify
Text features (e.g.,

headings, tables of
contents, glossaries,
electronic menus, icons)
Characteristics of key
facts

UNDERSTAND
(Conceptual)

Authors include text 
features to help the
reader understand the
text

Good readers use text
features to locate key
facts or information 
in a text

DO
(Procedural, Application
and Extended Thinking)

Mastery of these skills
are evident when
students can do the
following:

Identify the heading,
table of contents,
glossaries, electronic
menus and icons
Use various text features
to locate key facts or
information in a text
Know and use various
text to locate key facts or
information in a text

Skill Coverage
1. Identify text
features e.g., table
of contents,
glossaries,
headings, title,
electronic menus
and icons
2. Know and use
text features to
locate key facts or
information in a
text

SY2016-2017

First Grade Literacy Planning Map
SY 2016-2017
Quarter 4 – Unit 8

First Grade Writing
KNOW
(Factual)

W.1.2 Write informative/
explanatory texts in which
they name a topic, supply
some facts about the topic,
and provide some closure.










Informative/
explanatory writing,
drawing, dictating
Topic
Information/facts/
examples
Beginning, middle, end
Closure/ending/
Conclusion

UNDERSTAND
(Conceptual)





DO
(Procedural, Application
and Extended Thinking)

Good informative/
explanatory authors
provide information
to help the reader
understand a topic



Good authors use
informative/explanat
ory writing to
communicate
information related
to real-world tasks










Good authors use
model/example texts
to guide them as
they compose
informative/
expository texts



Good readers and
writers write to
make meaning of
what they read

Select/name an
interesting topic for
writing
Provide some
information about the
topic
Organize writing with a
beginning, middle and
end, sequencing the
ideas most of the time
Provide some closure/
ending
Use a combination of
drawing, dictating, and
writing to compose
informative/explanatory
texts in which they
name what they are
writing about and
supply some
information about the
topic

Mastery of these skills
are evident when
students can do the
following:
Writing skills should
be integrated with
reading skills
All writing activities
should be modeled by
the teacher

SY2016-2017

First Grade Literacy Planning Map
SY 2016-2017
CCSS Question Stems by Standard – First Grade – Literature
RL 1.1

RL 1.2

RL 1.3

Ask and answer questions about key details in a
text.

Retell stories, including key details, and
demonstrate understanding of their central
message or lesson.

Describe characters, settings, and major events in
a story, using key details.

1.
2.
3.
4.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Who, what, when, where questions
Who was the story about?
What was the story about?
What happened in the story?
What happened at the beginning, middle
end of story?
6. Ask your partner to share a detail from
the text.

Retell what happened in the story.
What is this story mainly about?
What problems did the characters have?
How did the characters solve their
problem?
5. What lessons were learned in the story?

Who are the characters in the story?
Who is the main character in the story?
What is the setting of the story?
What is the problem or plot in the story?
How do the characters in the story solve their
problem?
6. What happens at the beginning, middle, and
end of the story?
7. How are the characters behaving, or feeling, at
the beginning, middle, and end of the story?
8. How do we know the characters are feeling
_____, or are going to do ________?

SY2016-2017

First Grade Literacy Planning Map
SY 2016-2017
RL 1.4

RL 1.5

RL 1.6

Identify words and phrases in stories or poems
that suggest feelings or appeal to the senses.

Explain major differences between books that
tell stories and books that give information,
drawing on a wide reading of a range of text
types.

Identify who is telling the story at various points in
a text.

1. How does this story or poem make you feel
when you read it?
2. Does the character use his/her five senses in
this story?
3. How do we know the character feels happy,
sad, or angry?
4. Identify what the character hears, sees, …
5. What words in the story tell us what the
setting looks like?
6. Is this a story or a poem? How do you know?

1. Is this a book that tells a story or gives
information? How do you know?
2. Explain if it is fiction or non-fiction
3. What is this book about?
4. What information can we gather from this
book?
5. What can we learn from this book?
6. Who are the characters?
7. Where does the story take place?
8. What happens in the story?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Who is telling the story?
What does the narrator of a story do?
What does an author do?
Who is talking? How do we know?
How many characters are in the story?
What are the names of the characters?
What are the characters in the story saying?
Who is the story about?

SY2016-2017

First Grade Literacy Planning Map
SY 2016-2017

CCSS Question Stems by Standard – First Grade– Literature
RL 1.7

RL 1.9

RL 1.10

Use illustrations and details in a story to describe
its characters, settings, or events.

Compare and contrast the adventures and
experiences of characters in stories.

With prompting and support, read prose and poetry
of appropriate complexity for grade 1.

1. What is an illustration?
2. Where can we look to find details about the
story characters?
3. How do illustrations help us understand the
events in the story?
4. Describe details from illustrations.
5. Where does the story take place (setting)?
How do we know?

1. How is ____ similar to _____ in a story?
2. How are ________ and ______ different?
3. What adventures did ______ have in the
story?
4. What experiences did _____ and ______
have in the story?
5. How are their adventures similar? How
are they different?
6. How are the experiences similar
(compare)?
7. How are their experiences different
(contrast)?

1. Retell the text (prose/poetry).
2. Does this story/poem remind you of any other
stories/poems we have read?
3. Compare this piece to other pieces of text you
have read.
4. Identify similarities between the two pieces.
5. What other stories or poems have you read about
___?
6. Predict what you think will happen next in the
story?
7. What makes you think that will happen?
8. How do you know?

SY2016-2017

First Grade Literacy Planning Map
SY 2016-2017
RL 1.8
Not Applicable to CCSS Literature Standards

CCSS Question Stems by Standard – First Grade – Informational
RI 1.1

RI 1.2

RI 1.3

Ask and answer questions about key details in a
text.
1. What is this story about?
2. How do we know___?
3. What is the most important idea or part of
this text?
4. What can we learn from this book?
5. What details help us know how _____ does
_____?
6. Where can we find _____?
7. What details were important?
8. What events happened first, second, third?
9. Can you identify the main event?
10. How do you know this is the main event?

Identify the main topic, and retell key details
in a text.
1. Tell me what we can learn about from this
text?
2. What is this book mostly about? How do
you know?
3. What are the important details about
_____in the text?
4. Can you retell the story to a friend?
5. What were the important details that your
partner needs to know?

Describe the connection between two individuals,
events, ideas, or pieces of information in a text.
1. What can we learn for this text?
2. How are _______ and _______ connected in this
text?
3. Do these illustrations/graphics/pictures give you a
hint to what will happen next? How do you know?
4. What are the main events in the text?
5. What happened first, next, last?
6. What caused ___ to happen?
7. How do you know? What information tells _____?
8. What did the characters in the text do next?
9. What details in the story give you information
about the characters?
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RI 1.4

RI 1.5

RI 1.6

Ask and answer questions to help determine or
clarify the meaning of words and phrases in a
text.

Know and use various text features (e.g.,
headings, tables of contents, glossaries,
electronic menus, icons) to locate key facts or
information in a text.
1. Can you identify the different parts of this
book?
2. Can you explain how the different parts
are used?
3. If you wanted to find the meaning of a
word in this book, where would you look?
4. Look in the table of contents and find the
page number for ___________________.

Distinguish between information provided by pictures
or other illustrations and information provided by the
words in a text.

1. What can you do when you get to word you
don’t know?
2. Is this a word/phrase you know or have
heard?
3. What can you do when you get to an
unknown word?
4. What can you do to help yourself?
5. Look at the picture, graphic, illustration; is
there something there to help you figure out
what the word is?
6. Re-read the sentence; do the other words
help you understand?

1. What does the author do?
2. What does the illustrator do?
3. Do you think they would work together on a
book?
4. Why would a book need an illustrator and an
author?
5. What do the illustrations tell us about the words?
6. What do the words tell us about the illustrations?
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CCSS Question Stems by Standard – First Grade – Informational
RI 1.7

RI 1.8

RI 1.9

Use the illustrations and details in a text to
describe its key ideas.

Identify the reasons an author gives to
support points in a text.

1. What can you learn from the illustrations?
2. What do you think the writer is trying to say?
What in the picture helps you think that?
3. Why do you think the illustrator put in that
picture?
4. Does the illustration match what the writer is
trying to say?
5. Do you think the story and the picture are
connected?
6. Describe how the picture helps you
understand what the author has written.

1. What does the writer think about this
problem?
2. Why do you think the author wrote that?
3. Were there any reasons why you think the
author…?
4. What in the writing made you think that?
5. What were the reasons the author wrote
this piece?
6. How and where did the author support his
reasoning?
7. What important points does the author
make?

Identify basic similarities in and differences between
two texts on the same topic (e.g., in illustrations,
descriptions, or procedures).
1. What can we learn from this text?
2. We read two books, what is different about
them? What is the same?
3. Can you fill in the Thinking Map showing the
similarities and differences of the two texts?
4. Do both books have illustrations? How were they
used in both books?
5. What did the illustrations in the books tell you?
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RI 1.10
With prompting and support, read informational
texts appropriately complex for grade 1.
1. Talk to your partner about______________.
2. Help your partner. . . . .
3. Everyone needs to take a turn talking about
what is happening on the page in the book.
4. What do you think will happen next?
5. What clues gave you that idea?
6. What does your partner think?
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